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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Q1  Answer the following questions: multiple type or dash fill up type (2 x 10) 

 a) Product design deals with conversion of ideas into___________, and fulfilling 
human needs. 
a)reality, b)component, c) part d) CAD 

 

 b) Worth / price is indicated as ____________. 
a)Value, b) cost, c) product, d) system 

 

 c) Parting line plays an important role in deciding__________. 
a)Mold design, b) core design, c) cavity design, d) all of these. 

 

 d) In sand casting shrinkage defect is related to ____________. 
a)Mold design, b) part design, c) mold filling, d) all of these. 

 

 e) In sand casting hot tear is related to _____________. 
a)Mold Defects, b) early mold opening, c) part design, d) mold design. 

 

 f) In sand casting, the sprue is made of taper to avoid___________. 
a) Air aspiration, b) air trap, c) casting defects, d) shrinkage. 

 

 g) Skim-bob & skim-core are used to trap ________________________ 
impurities from entering into the mold in sand casting, respectively. 
a)Heavier & lighter, b) lighter & heavier, c) both lighter & heavier, d) none of 
these. 

 

 h) In forging, Fullering is used to __________, the cross-sectional area of the 
stock. a) reduce, b) increase, c) both increase & reduce, d) all of these. 

 

 i) Flash & gutter related to ________. 
a)Forging, b) sand casting, c) pressure casting, d) all of these. 

 

 j) In sheet metal operation which is used to make holes. 
a) Blanking, b) piercing, c)notching, d) trimming 

 

    
Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 

 a) What do you mean by Product specifications?   
 b) Write the major role of computers in product design.  
 c) What are the functions of choke in the gating system of the casting?  
 d) What is the shape factor in NRL method in casting?  
 e) Why zero rake angle is provided on thread cutting tools?  
 f) How does hand forging differ from machine forging?  
 g) What does it mean by ‘Upset forging’?  
 h) Name two considerations for using a drop hammer for forging?  
 i) Write some important advantages of limit gauges.  
 j) Why the sprue made tapered in moulds for sand casting?  
    

Q3 a) For a casting of dimensions 500 x 250 x 50 mm, which is to be made in cast 
iron, calculate the choke area. Assume top gating system with 100 mm cope 
height, effective sprue height as 100 mm, efficiency factor C = 0.73, fluidity of 
metal is 22 inches and density of the liquid metal = 6.90 x 10 -6 kg/mm 3 .  

(10) 

 b) Calculate the bending force required for a 1.5 mm C-50 steel sheet of width 1 
m to be bent in a wiping die. The die radius used is 3 mm. The ultimate tensile 
strength can be taken as 800 MPa. 

(5) 
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Q4 a) Explain with suitable sketch, the design of gating system & riser design in 
sand casting process. 

(10) 

 b) Sketch five different types of single point cutting tools. (5) 
    

Q5 a) Prepare the scrap strip layout for the component as shown below, which is to 
be obtained in a brass sheet of 1.6 mm thickness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(10) 

 b) Define Broaching allowances. (5) 
    

Q6 a) Estimate the shear on the punch to produce a hole of 60 mm diameter in steel 
plate of 2.5 mm thickness with an ultimate shear stress of 480 MPa, if the 
blanking force is to be ½ of the force using a punch without a shear. Assume 
a penetration of 40% before rupture. 

(10) 

 b) Write the difference between ‘fullering’ & ‘drawing’ operation with suitable 
sketch.  

(5) 

    
Q7 a) What is six point location principle? Explain with suitable sketch. (10) 

 b) Explain the product planning process. (5) 
    

Q8 a) State the six point location principle. Explain in detail with suitable sketch. (10) 
 b) Why the sprue is made taper in sand casting? Explain with suitable sketch. (5) 
    

Q9 a) Write short notes on form tool & broach tool with suitable sketches. (10) 
 b) Write short note on ‘Value analysis’. (5) 
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